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The stator inlet flow field in a multistage compressor varies in the pitchwise direction due to upstream vane wakes and how those wakes interact with the upstream rotor tip leakage flows. If successive vane rows have the same count, then vane clocking can be used to position the downstream vane in the optimum circumferential position for minimum vane loss. This paper explores vane clocking effects on the suction side vane boundary layer development by measuring the quasi-wall shear stress on the downstream vane at three spanwise locations. Comparisons between the boundary layer transition on Stator 1 and Stator 2 are made to emphasize the impact of rotor-rotor interactions which are not present for Stator 1 and yet contribute significantly to transition on Stator 2. Vane clocking can move the boundary layer transition in the path between the wakes by up to 24% of the suction side length at midspan by altering the influence of the Rotor 1 wakes in the 3/rev modulation from rotor-rotor interactions. The boundary layer near the vane hub and tip experiences earlier transition and separation due to interactions with the secondary flows along the shrouded endwalls. Flow visualization and Stator 2 wakes support the shear stress results.

1. Introduction

Blade row interactions in a multistage axial compressor affect stage performance, unsteady blade loading, and acoustic signatures. To computationally model blade row interactions, researchers have used body forces [1, 2], harmonic balancing [3], overset grids (Chimera method) [4, 5], and unsteady calculations with sliding planes [6, 7]. To determine the fidelity of such models, experimental data in multistage compressors are required to evaluate the relative contribution of upstream vane and blade rows.

Vane clocking is the circumferential indexing of successive vane rows with similar vane counts. Vane clocking affects stage efficiency [8–11], unsteady blade loading [12, 13], and acoustics [14–16]. In research facilities where vanes can be individually positioned, vane clocking is a useful tool to investigate blade row interactions. Many researchers have discussed clocking configurations where the upstream vane wake impinges on the downstream vane leading edge. While the circumferential position of the upstream wake with respect to the downstream vane is certainly affected by vane clocking, Smith et al. [17] also showed that the radial penetration of the tip leakage flow from the upstream rotor changed across the downstream stator pitch due to the interaction between the upstream vane wake and the upstream rotor tip leakage flow. Thus, the pitchwise variations in the flow field associated with vane clocking include not only the upstream vane wakes, but also differing rotor tip leakage flow structures.

The open literature shows the potential for changes in stage efficiency and effects on the downstream stator surface performance with different clocking configurations in compressors. The numerical studies of Gundy-Burlet and Dorney [18] were of the first compressor vane clocking studies to emerge and had findings similar to the turbine literature of a nearly sinusoidal variation between maximum and minimum clocking locations. Barankiewicz and Hathaway [8] measured small changes in overall loss coefficient with clocking in the NASA Four-Stage Axial Compressor Facility, but these differences were within the manufacturing and assembly tolerances of the compressor. Saren et al. [10] have published one of the few high-speed compressor clocking experimental
studies in the open literature, and the measured change in average stage efficiency was 1%, but local spanwise efficiency changes were as large as 7-8%. The computational study that accompanied these experiments showed that the leading edge wake impingement clocking configuration provided the maximum stage efficiency, in agreement with the turbine literature.

Recently, extensive studies of vane clocking have been performed in the Purdue 3-Stage Compressor Research Facility. After careful attention to measurement details, Key et al. [11] showed a measurable change in embedded stage efficiency at both design loading and high loading operating conditions. At design loading, the clocking effects were confined to 70–88% span, while at high loading, the entire spanwise total pressure distribution was affected by vane clocking. Smith and Key [19] explored many loading conditions and showed that there was a maximum clocking effect at high loading around 15% stall margin, and higher loading conditions experienced less clocking effects on vane loss. They also showed that clocking had a negligible impact on stall margin [20].

There have been studies [21] looking at the changes in the unsteady blade loading of the embedded rotor with vane clocking, in which case the downstream stator's potential fields play an important role along with the upstream stator wake. Some researchers [10, 22] have investigated changes in the downstream vane surface properties with vane clocking. The interaction from the upstream wakes, both the stator and rotor, influence the unsteady loading of the downstream stator. A computational study of a 1.5-stage turbine by Griffin et al. [23] found lower surface pressure unsteadiness along the stator suction surface was associated with the lower pressure loss clocking configuration. However, a study by Saren et al. [10] reported that the maximum efficiency clocking configuration had both more unsteadiness and higher frequency content. Recently, Smith and Key [24] showed the effects of rotor-rotor interactions on the unsteady vane loading over a rotor revolution. They showed that the mean surface pressure per blade pass period could change by 4% and the dynamic pressure response per blade pass period changed by 100% across a rotor revolution. Furthermore, changing the vane clocking configuration altered these interactions by up to 50%.

Since clocking changes the profile loss on the downstream vane, it is natural to investigate how clocking affects the vane's surface boundary layer. The researches [25–27] available in the open literature that discusses vane clocking effects on compressor boundary layer development are limited to low-speed, 1.5-stage, and/or repeating stage machines. Walker et al. [25] investigated suction side stator boundary layer transition in a single stage compressor consisting of an IGV-rotor-stator. They clocked the upstream IGV so that the IGV wake provided additional unsteadiness to the downstream vane and investigated changes in boundary layer transition. The work of Henderson et al. [26] examined the effects of clocking the IGV with the stator in their single stage compressor under different inlet turbulence levels. Their findings were consistent with previous work including those in turbines [28].

Therefore, this paper aims to explore the changes in boundary layer transition in a facility where vane clocking effects on the embedded stage performance have been well documented. This is done with unsteady hot film measurements acquired on the suction surface of the downstream vane row. Others have looked at this type of measurement in a compressor.

Mailach and Vogeler [29] investigated the boundary layer response on the first stage stator vane in a low-speed research compressor with results showing movement of the transition zone up to 80% of the chord due to wake-induced transition. Increasing loading from design point to near the stability limit shifted the onset of transition upstream and broadened the wake-induced paths. Halstead et al. [28] acquired shear stress data on the first and third rotor of a 4-stage low-speed research compressor featuring repeating stages. Thus, they were able to contrast results of boundary layers from the first rotor (without any upstream vane influence) with results from the third rotor which was influenced by several upstream vane rows and wakes. The 4-stage compressor featured repeating stages where the vane counts were identical for every stage, as were the root counts. Consequently, the contributions from the different upstream stages were difficult to discern because of the similar blade counts. Smith and Key [30] showed that the rotor-rotor interactions in a compressor without repeating stages could affect the completion of transition by 20% s. These studies further motivate the present investigation blade row interaction effects including vane clocking on the embedded stator boundary layer transition.

2. Experimental Methodology

This research was conducted in the Purdue 3-Stage Axial Compressor Research Facility [31]. This section will discuss details about the facility and compressor as well as the measurement techniques and analyses used.

2.1. Facility and Compressor Details. The compressor facility is an open circuit that draws atmospheric air through screens into a large settling chamber. A bell mouth directs the flow into the inlet ducting where it is metered by an ASME standard long-form venturi. A nosecone reduces the flow area to the 5.08 cm annulus at the compressor inlet. Downstream of the compressor exit, a sliding gate valve is used to back-pressure the compressor before the air enters a scroll collector and is exhausted out the side of the facility. The compressor is driven by a 1.04 MW AC motor, of which the output shaft is connected to a 5:1 speed-increasing gearbox. An encoder on the motor shaft maintains the shaft speed to within 0.1% of the desired speed.

The compressor geometry is a scaled-up version of the rear stages of a modern high pressure compressor. It operates at engine-representative Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers and has a design corrected speed of 5,000 rpm. The compressor flow path consists of an inlet guide vane (IGV) followed by three stages. The IGV, Stator 1, and Stator 2 rows each have 44 vanes, and Stator 3 has 50. All vanes are NACA-65 series airfoils with circular leading edges. They
are shrouded and constructed in two monolithic half rings. Knife seals under the hub shroud are used to minimize the leakage flow. O-rings between the casing and the tip shroud prevent any leakage flow in this region. There are 2.38 mm radius fillets at both the tip and the hub. The stator surface roughness is 0.8 μm. Several parameters, including the average inlet Mach number, Reynolds number, solidity, and diffusion factor, for the first two stators at the peak efficiency loading condition are summarized in Table 1. Further details regarding the facility and compressor can be found in [31].

Table 1: Summary of stator flow parameters at peak efficiency loading condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stator</th>
<th>Inlet Mach number</th>
<th>Inlet Reynolds number</th>
<th>Solidity</th>
<th>Diffusion factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator 1</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>$4.34 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator 2</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>$4.57 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boundary layer transition on the vane will be affected by many flow features and geometry parameters, including the inlet Reynolds number, turbulence intensity, surface roughness, overall pressure gradient, leading edge shape, and pressure gradient setup by the curvature of the vane. Many of these flow characteristics change with each stage of a compressor, and thus, acquiring wall-shear stress data on all three stators provides insight to how the boundary layer transition differs from vane to vane through a multistage compressor.

The Stator 2 surface pressure and isentropic Mach number distributions from a CFD solution as well as preliminary wall-shear stress data show that the suction surface flow accelerates around the leading edge up to the position of 20% axial chord. At this position, the peak velocity occurs followed by a nearly constant diffusion rate to the trailing edge. No hot-film sensors will be placed on the pressure side of the airfoil, but the computational results show that the flow decelerates on the pressure surface until around 75% axial chord, after which there is a slight acceleration toward the trailing edge. Based on the vane pressure distribution and a previous test with a coarse ten-sensor array, the distribution of the 18-sensor hot-film array has sensors positioned in the chordwise direction at 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 70, 80, and 90% Stator 2 suction side length (s), shown in Figure 1. The film substrate, to which the array is mounted, has extra chordwise length near the leading edge so that it can be wrapped around the leading edge terminating on the vane pressure side to avoid tripping the boundary layer on the suction surface. Although the applied film adds approximately 0.006 inches to the vane leading edge thickness and provides a smoother vane surface, vane wake measurements show that it has little effect on the vane’s profile loss [34].

A Dantec constant temperature anemometer was used to acquire the surface-mounted hot-film sensor signals. The frequency response of the mounted sensors was determined with a square-wave test at representative flow conditions and was 30 kHz, which is comparable to previous tests with similar sensors. The blade passing frequency of Rotor 1 is 3.0 kHz, 2.75 kHz for Rotor 2, and 2.5 kHz for Rotor 3. Thus, several harmonics of the blade passing frequencies were captured. A study [34] using several overheat ratios was conducted to assess the thermal sensitivity of the sensors.

\[
\tau_w \sim \text{QWSS} = \left( \frac{E_2^2 - E_0^2}{E_0^2} \right)^3.
\]
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Figure 1: Hot-film sensor array: (a) drawing and (b) photo.

since the compressor has measurable temperature gradients in both the flow field and hardware. From these data, overhear ratios of 1.2 or more provided similar results.

Using a once-per-revolution trigger, the unsteady QWSS data are ensemble-averaged using

\[ \langle \text{QWSS}(t) \rangle = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \text{QWSS}_i(t), \]  

(2)

where \( N \) is the number of ensembles (500 rotor revolutions for the surface-mounted films). Next, the data are separated into random and periodic fluctuations. The stochastic fluctuations are described by the ensemble averaged root mean square value (RMS), given by

\[ \langle \text{RMS(QWSS}(t)) \rangle = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} (\text{QWSS}_i(t) - \langle \text{QWSS}(t) \rangle)^2}. \]  

(3)

The RMS is normalized by the maximum time-averaged RMS for the rotor revolution at each sensor location. The final statistical quantity used to evaluate the boundary layer development is the skewness. As the third-order moment, skew is a measure of the distribution’s symmetry about the mean value:

\[ \langle \text{Skew(QWSS}(t)) \rangle = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} (\text{QWSS}_i(t) - \langle \text{QWSS}(t) \rangle)^3. \]  

(4)

The skew of the surface-mounted hot-film measurements can be used to determine the state of the boundary layer through the transition process. A fully laminar or fully turbulent boundary layer will have a skew near zero. If the boundary layer is mostly laminar with only occasional turbulent fluctuations, then the skew will be positive but small. When the transitional boundary layer becomes more turbulent, with only a small laminar component, the skew becomes negative.

Skew is normalized by the maximum time-averaged skew for the entire ensemble averaged revolution. Thus, unsteady vane boundary layer transition can be understood using QWSS, RMS, and skew.

3. Comparison of Mid-Span Boundary Layer Transition for Stator 1 and Stator 2

This section presents the mid-span results of QWSS on Stator 1 and compares them to those at Stator 2, which is part of the embedded stage. The time series of the QWSS data allows for an examination of individual boundary layer disturbances and provides insight to the progress of boundary layer transition. Figure 2 shows time traces of mid-span QWSS for Stator 1 and Stator 2 at the peak efficiency loading condition. For each upstream blade pass period, there is a disturbance in the QWSS. Time has been normalized by the upstream rotor blade passing, thus showing the blade pass period count through a rotor revolution beginning at the once-per-revolution trigger. Near the leading edge for both stators, these are small, discrete influences from each upstream rotor wake passing event. Although the passing of the Rotor 1 wakes creates a clear disturbance by 8.3% s on Stator 1, they grow slowly as they propagate downstream along the suction surface. The convection of one Rotor 1 wake passing is noted by the path labeled A1. The small disturbance of turbulent flow created by the rotor wake does not widen across the entire A1 blade pass period until near 93.2% s.

The Stator 2 boundary layer develops differently despite a similar initial response to the upstream rotor wake passing. Near the leading edge, the small disturbances with each Rotor 2 wake passing are less regular; some blade pass periods appear almost undisturbed, as shown in Figure 2 by comparing path B1 with B2. Each of these grows in strength and width as it propagates downstream through the boundary layer. Around 24–28% s, secondary disturbances between the Rotor 2 wake passing events begin as noted by the dashed line B3. Finally, by 70% s, the individual and secondary disturbances are no longer distinguishable, and the signal consists of increased unsteadiness. These differences in
boundary layer disturbance growth and propagation indicate that the Stator 2 boundary layer is transitioning from laminar to turbulent more quickly than Stator 1. The initial smaller or less regular disturbances near the leading edge (4% s) are likely due to the higher inlet turbulence intensity at the Stator 2 inlet, thus allowing the Stator 2 boundary layer to be more resistant to disturbances. However, the embedded environment contains more blade row interactions creating additional disturbances that lead to earlier transition.

The following discussions incorporate ensemble averages of these QWSS data. Figure 3 compares the raw traces from Figure 2 with the ensemble average rotor revolution shown in the thicker grey line for Stator 2 at four loading conditions. Only five blade pass periods are shown. At all loading conditions there are instantaneous disturbances in the thin black line which do not appear in the ensemble-averaged revolution. Boundary layer transition is an unsteady process; wakes are not the only mean by which turbulent behavior can develop along the stator surface. However, the ensemble average indicates the most regular onset location and paths of boundary layer transition. Additionally, in Figure 3, when loading is increased from 30% and 25% SM, there is
Figure 4: St-diagram of (a) QWSS, (b) RMS, and (c) skew for Stator 2 at peak efficiency loading.

A large shift of the turbulent disturbances toward the leading edge.

Figure 4 shows st-diagrams of QWSS, RMS of QWSS, and skew of QWSS to highlight the different transition paths at mid-span for Stator 2 at the peak efficiency loading condition. The colorbar ranges shown in Figure 4 will be used for all the following st-diagrams. The QWSS clearly defines the wake-induced paths, while RMS and skew are more useful indicators of the transition process. Eleven blade pass periods are shown so that patterns caused by rotor-rotor interactions are included. The QWSS data, shown in Figure 4(a), indicate a clear and repeatable influence from the Rotor 2 wakes. A few of the blade pass periods indicate an additional disturbance in the path between the Rotor 2 wakes, such as the paths that originate near blade pass periods 23, 24, and 25. This additional disturbance is the effect of the Rotor 1 wake. Rotor 1 and Rotor 2 differ in blade count by 3, producing a three-per-revolution pattern; one period of this pattern is shown with eleven Rotor 2 blade pass periods to illuminate these rotor-rotor interactions.

The RMS indicates the unsteadiness that is not phase-locked to the rotor in Figure 4(b). The wake-induced path contains high unsteadiness near the leading edge at each blade pass period, but this is not uniform across the eleven blade pass periods shown. From blade pass periods 22 to 28 (section labeled A) there is low unsteadiness at the 4% s sensor while the wake-induced paths from blade pass periods 28 to 33 (section labeled B) have much higher RMS at 4% s. When considering the path between the wakes, there is also a more notable difference between these sections of the eleven blade pass periods shown in Figure 4. Section A with an additional disturbance in each blade pass period due to the effect of the Rotor 1 wake has much higher RMS that initiates further upstream than the other blade pass periods. The skew values in Figure 4(c) support these observations. In the region where Rotor 1 wakes pass between the Rotor 2 wakes (section A), the skew is near zero at the leading edge in the wake-induced path and does not begin to change until 8% s. Also, the path between the wakes changes to positive skew around 28% s with negative skew by 44% s. Section B where Rotor 1 wakes align with the Rotor 2 wakes has a much stronger effect at the leading edge in the wake-induced path. The RMS is high and the skew contains both positive and negative values at 4% s, while the paths between the wakes do not have high RMS or nonzero skew until approximately 40–44% s.

Therefore, boundary layer transition in the A sector (Rotor 1 wakes between Rotor 2 wakes) is delayed slightly from the leading edge in the Rotor 2 wake-induced path, but in the path between the wakes, transition initiates relatively early. The B section has earlier boundary layer transition in the wake-induced path but later transition in the path between the wakes. In both regions, the Stator 2 boundary layer appears to be nearly separated by 80% s, as indicated by the high unsteadiness and sporadic skew patterns. Furthermore, it is clear that the rotor-rotor interactions are driving the behavior of the boundary layer transition in the path between the wakes. For the remainder of this section the same blade pass periods will be compared between all cases and the effects of rotor-rotor interactions will be addressed with respect to clocking effects.

The boundary layer transitions on Stator 1 and Stator 2 at the peak efficiency loading condition are compared in Figure 5. As suggested with the raw traces of QWSS in Figure 2, Stator 1 boundary layer transition in the wake-induced path is quite similar from one blade pass period to another across the eleven blade pass periods shown in
Figure 5(a). The signal at the leading edge sensor (4% s) contains a strong RMS response at each Rotor 1 blade pass period in the wake-induced path. This path of boundary layer development slowly widens along almost the entire length of the Stator 1 suction surface. The wake-induced path begins to intersect the adjacent wake-induced path between 58% and 72% s. There is no clear secondary path of boundary layer transition between the wake paths. At the 93% s sensor, the boundary layer is fully turbulent and likely beginning to separate, as indicated by the high values of RMS.

Figure 5(b) shows the RMS for Stator 2 (from Figure 4(b)) for direct comparison with Stator 1. The increased level of blade row interactions experienced by Stator 2 just two rows further downstream causes a significantly different transition behavior. The transition path between the wakes is not only present on Stator 2, but it also has high unsteadiness and developments before mid-chord.

The effect of loading condition is shown with st-diagrams of RMS for Stator 2 with four loading conditions in Figure 6. As expected, the vane boundary layer transition moves upstream as loading increases. Generally, the wake-induced paths remain similar with some widening with increased loading. The transition path between the Rotor 2 wakes is strongly affected by the loading condition. In Figure 6(a) for the low loading condition, the transition path between the wakes does not begin until approximately 48% s. At the peak efficiency point (Figure 6(b)) and the following loading at 30% SM (Figure 6(c)), transition between the Rotor 2 wakes has moved to 28% and 24% s, respectively. With a loading increase to 25% SM, the transition path between the wakes shifts even more drastically upstream to 12% s. At loading conditions beyond this point, transition is so far upstream on the vane surface that the st-diagram is no longer useful.

Additionally, there is a shift in the Stator 2 boundary layer separation points between these conditions. The low loading condition in Figure 6(a) shows no sign of boundary layer separation by the last sensor at 90% s. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) both have sporadic, high unsteadiness from 80% s downstream. The 25% SM case in Figure 6(d) has separation occurring by 56% s. These observations are verified with surface flow visualization presented later in the paper.

4. Vane Clocking Effects on the Stator 2 Boundary Layer

Vane clocking is a way to alter the blade row interactions by changing the relative circumferential position of consecutive vane rows with the same vane count. This technique was implemented in this experiment by clocking the IGV and Stator 1 with respect to Stator 2 and Stator 3 resulting in a change in the propagation of the Stator 1 wake with respect to the Stator 2 position. The effects of vane clocking on the Stator 2 boundary layer transition are most clear at the peak efficiency loading condition and the higher loading conditions at 30% and 25% SM, where all stages of the transition process, including both paths of development, are observable.

4.1. Mid-Span Trends. The st-diagrams of RMS and skew are shown in Figure 7 for two clocking configurations at the 30% SM loading condition. Eleven blade pass periods are shown so that the effect of the rotor-rotor interactions can be observed. The transition patterns of these two clocking configurations in Figure 7 are quite different in several ways: the overall RMS level (Figures 7(a) and 7(c)), growth of the wake-induced path, location of the path between the wakes, the influence of rotor-rotor interactions, and location
of boundary layer separation. For CL2 in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the wake-induced paths appear to spread earlier than for CL5 in Figures 7(c) and 7(d), but this could be attributed to interactions with transition between the rotor wake paths. The transition path between the Rotor 2 wakes is more strongly affected by vane clocking. As discussed in earlier sections, transition in the path between the wakes for Stator 2 is strongly governed by the presence of Rotor 1 wake effects and modulates over an eleven-blade pass period. Figure 7 shows that vane clocking has a large influence on the rotor-rotor interactions. For CL2, the Rotor 1 wake interaction is less clear. In general, transition between the wakes is further upstream along the vane surface for this clocking configuration (CL2). In the region where the Rotor 1 wakes are more aligned with the Rotor 2 wakes (blade pass periods 28–33), the wake-induced path appears to widen more quickly and transition between the wakes occurs closer to the leading edge. However, the blade pass periods within 22–25 have a strong boundary layer transition path between the Rotor 2 wake as shown by the high RMS in Figure 7(a) and the clear switch from positive to negative skew in Figure 7(b). The Stator 2 boundary layer behavior has a much stronger response to rotor-rotor interactions for clocking configuration CL5 in Figures 7(c) and 7(d). Transition between the
Rotor 2 wakes has a nearly bimodal behavior. From blade pass periods 27 to 32, transition between the Rotor 2 wakes does not occur until approximately 40% s, whereas at blade pass period 23, transition between the wakes is occurring as early as 16% s. Additionally, the CL2 clocking configuration has slightly earlier boundary layer separation around 70% s while clocking configuration CL5 does not have separation until 80% s.

Figure 8 shows total pressure wake profiles acquired at the Stator 2 exit with Kiel-head total pressure rakes. The wake at mid-span for 30% SM and 14% SM is shown in Figures 8(b) and 8(e), respectively. In agreement with the QWSS results, clocking configuration CL2 has a wider wake and more total pressure loss than CL5. As loading is increased, the difference in total pressure loss between clocking configurations does not change significantly at mid-span. The wake profiles at the hub and tip endwalls are also shown in Figures 8(a), 8(c), 8(d), and 8(f) and are discussed in the next section.

A Fourier analysis is used to provide an estimate of the locations of transition along the vane surface. Since vane clocking is significantly altering the transition between the wakes, the FT magnitudes at the Rotor 1 blade passing frequencies along the Stator 2 surface are shown in Figure 9 for six clocking configurations. There is a clear streamwise shift...
in transition with clocking configuration. The configurations shown in Figure 7 (CL2 and CL5) are the bounding cases. Transition between the wakes begins at approximately 20% s for CL2 and 32% for CL5.

Surface flow visualization was used to identify boundary layer separations on the vane suction sides. The technique uses a mixture of powered paint and kerosene (1:2.5) that is injected at the inlet of the compressor. The kerosene evaporates and the paint is deposited in regions of recirculation on the vanes. Further details on the measurement technique may be found in [33]. Figure 10 shows images of the Stator 2 suction side viewed from the trailing edge with flow from left to right for three loading conditions, low loading, peak efficiency, and a high loading at 17% SM. For comparison with the QWSS data, the boundary layer separation occurring at 50% span in these images must be considered. At the low loading condition shown in Figure 10(a), the hub and tip corner separations do not meet and the flow is attached at the trailing edge near 50% span and corresponds well with the RMS in Figure 6(a). In Figure 10(b), the corner separations have met and the boundary layer is separated by about 80% s. The high loading condition shown in Figure 10(c) is a little higher (17% SM) than the condition in Figure 6(d) (25% SM) but shows how drastically the corner separations grow with increased loading. More separation line images and changes in steady total pressure loss with loading for Stator 1 can be found in [35].

4.2 Endwall Trends. The secondary flow along the casing and hub endwall caused by the cross-flow pressure gradient interacts with the already weak boundary layer on the vane suction surface enhancing the adverse environment for boundary layer development. This promotes earlier boundary layer transition and a complex three-dimensional flow separation, often called a corner separation. The hot-film data acquired at a spanwise location both near the hub (20% span) and the tip (75% span) reflect this behavior and are presented here.

In the tip region, boundary layer transition occurs further upstream along the vane surface near the endwall as
Figure 10: Flow visualization of vane boundary layer separations along Stator 2 suction surface at three loading conditions: (a) low loading, (b) peak efficiency, and (c) 17% SM high loading.

anticipated from the flow visualization images indicating the presence of corner separations. Figure 11 shows eleven blade pass periods of QWSS RMS and skew for two clocking configurations (CL1 and CL4) at the peak efficiency loading condition (33% SM). Compared to the mid-span data presented in Figure 6(c), the peak values of RMS are much further upstream along the vane surface. This can also be observed by comparing with the contours of skew at 50% span (30% SM) from Figures 7(b) and 7(d). The Stator 2 boundary layer is already undergoing the transition process at the leading edge. Differences in the influence of Rotor 1-Rotor 2 interactions on the Stator 2 boundary layer transition process are present in Figure 11. For clocking configuration CL4, transition is completed further upstream along the vane surface during blade pass periods 23–27, whereas there is essentially no change in transition location between different blade pass periods for clocking configuration CL1.

Additionally, in the tip region (75% span), clocking configuration CL1 has wider, stronger Rotor 2 wake-induced paths compared to CL4 due to the presence of the tip leakage flow along the incoming Rotor 2 wake. This is due to a difference in inlet conditions from upstream blade row interactions, as shown by previous studies [17]. Clocking configuration CL1 has a larger region of unsteadiness penetrating further radially at the Stator 2 leading edge compared to CL4 due to the Stator 1 wake-Rotor 2 tip leakage flow interaction. This influence of the wider wake-induced path results in earlier transition and separation for CL1. Furthermore this affects the total pressure loss across Stator 2. Figure 8(c) shows the Stator 2 wakes in the tip region for CL1 and CL4 at the peak efficiency loading condition. Clocking configuration CL1 has slightly wider wakes at the tip endwall. As loading is increased, transition occurs near the leading edge making distinctions in the details of wake-boundary layer interactions difficult to distinguish because there are no longer transition paths. Stator wakes from steady total pressure traverses at high loading conditions shown in Figure 8(f) are thicker supporting the QWSS data and the flow visualization that indicates earlier boundary layer separation. Furthermore, the differences in boundary layer separation between clocking configurations are enhanced at these conditions, especially due to the contribution of the endwall to the corner separation.

The QWSS data acquired at the hub utilized the coarser hot-film array from a previous study [30, 34]. Similar to the tip, in the hub region, the loading conditions closer to peak efficiency provide some details about the differences in boundary layer development between clocking configurations. At the near peak efficiency loading condition (30% SM) the boundary layer has transitional behavior near the leading edge, as shown in Figure 12 with the QWSS skew for clocking configurations CL3 and CL6. Transition is complete by 50% s and separation occurs near 75–80% s. The flow visualization in Figure 10(b) supports these results at 20% span. The influence of Rotor 1-Rotor 2 interactions changes slightly between the clocking configurations, but these changes are less than the changes observed at the other spanwise locations. Figure 12 also reveals some differences in the transition process between the two clocking configurations. In configuration CL3, there is more positive skew near the leading edge, but the following region of negative skew is smaller than clocking configuration CL6. The boundary layer separation occurs at roughly the same chordwise location for these two clocking configurations near peak efficiency. This is also supported with Stator 2 wake profiles in Figure 8(a), in which CL6 has a slightly wider wake.

At the high loading condition (not shown), there is no indication of transitional flow on the Stator 2 suction side near the hub (20% span). The flow visualization shows the large increase in hub corner separation size between peak efficiency and high loading (17% SM) in Figures 10(b) and 10(c). The QWSS data do contain some frequency content
related to the upstream rotor blade passing frequencies which show differences between clocking configurations associated with the Rotor 1-Rotor 2 interactions. The high loss (wide Stator 2 wakes) clocking configuration, CL2, has less of the 3/rev beating pattern and this more defined Rotor 2 wake influence at the leading edge. The QWSS data show that CL2 has earlier boundary layer separation at high loading, but the difference is not as drastic as the wakes downstream of the Stator 2 hub suggest in Figure 8(d). The wake size near the endwall at the high loading conditions is also governed by the size of the corner separation. Therefore, the separation along the vane surface (as measured in this study), as well as the boundary layer separation on the endwall, contributes to the wake size.

5. Conclusions

Wall shear stress data were acquired on Stator 1 and Stator 2 in the Purdue Three-Stage Axial Compressor at several loading conditions. An array of 18 surface-mounted hot-film sensors was used at 50% span for each vane row and 75% span on Stator 2. An array of 10 surface-mounted hot-film sensors was used at 20% span on Stator 2. Statistical and Fourier analyses were used to evaluate to boundary layer development.

Boundary layer transition along Stator 1 and Stator 2 suction surfaces is markedly different due to the difference in upstream blade row interactions for the two vane rows. Boundary layer transition on Stator 1 occurs further downstream on the vane and the wake-induced paths from one
Rotor 1 wake to the next are nearly indistinguishable. On the other hand, rotor-rotor interactions shift the location of transition in the path between the wakes for Stator 2. Generally, when the further upstream rotor wake is present between the primary incoming rotor wakes, transition moved upstream on the vane. This shift in boundary layer transition onset location was as large as 15% s. These interactions account for approximately half the blade to blade variability and up to three-quarters of the variability in the transition region.

The effects of vane clocking on transition of the second stator were considered by clocking the IGV and Stator 1 through six clocking configurations with respect to Stator 2. This had a profound effect on the transition behavior, particularly for the path between the wakes, as presented at mid-span. The clocking configuration CL2 had earlier transition in the path between the wakes by approximately 12% s and the wake-induced path widen more quickly, which could be due to influences from the path between the wakes. Also for clocking configuration CL2, the 3/rev modulation was less pronounced. The clocking configuration half a vane passage out of phase experienced a strong modulation of the path between the wakes due to rotor-rotor interactions. This difference in transition onset across this pattern was 24% s. In the endwall regions (hub and tip), the Stator 2 boundary layer transition occurred much closer to the leading edge compared to mid-span at the same loading condition. Near the tip at 75% span, the CL1 clocking configuration had wider Rotor 2 wake-induced paths due to the effect of the rotor tip leakage flow. This same behavior was not observed at other clocking configurations because the Stator 2 inlet conditions vary with clocking configuration due to the Stator 1 wake-Rotor 2 tip leakage flow interaction. These results show the compounding effect blade row interactions can have on boundary layer development and further motivate the need for computational codes to capture these effects.

**Nomenclature**

CL: Clocking configuration  
$E$: Anemometer voltage  
$N_c$: Corrected speed  
$P_o$: Total pressure  
QWSS: Quasi-wall shear stress  
R: Rotor  
RMS: Root mean square  
S: Stator  
SM: Stall margin.
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